
Reading discussion questions
Symbiosis: The Curriculum and the Classroom

Questions for discussion groups, in-school research teams and book clubs to consider

Section one: Creating the conditions for curriculum development

● Is it important to establish the purpose of our curriculum?
● What acts as a barrier or distracts us from this purpose?
● Where have lethal mutations occurred previously? What lessons were learned?
● How can we create the right conditions for meaningful curriculum development?
● What one aspect of current policy or practice stands in the way of curriculum work in this respect?
● Which aspects of curriculum can we not measure? How might we look for quality in other ways?
● How do we ensure that the system pays service to the subject, rather than the subject being dictated by the

system?
● How do we direct time for professional development; collaborative planning and dialogue, and

subject-specific curriculum conversations?

Section two: Shaping the curriculum at subject level

● What is our rationale for subject level curriculum so that students experience the most scholarly pursuit
of our subject?

● What are the implications of knowledge structures for our subject?
● Can we draw together examples of e�ective balance of knowledge with its application?
● Where do we tell stories through the curriculum?
● To what extent are assessments shaped by the subject they serve?
● What do we use to deliver the curriculum in a cohesive way?
● How do the principles of good teaching lend themselves to the specificity of the subject?
● What does e�ective modelling/questioning/retrieval look like in Maths/English/Science and why?
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Section three: curriculum in the classroom

● What does responsive teaching look like in our classrooms?
● To what extent is the curriculum experience limitless for students?
● Where does our knowledge of memory factor into our classroom delivery? How does this support the needs

of the subject?
● How have our curriculum choices guided selection of modelling methods or the format of explanations?
● What is the standard for oracy and vocabulary within our subjects? How do students know?

Section four: a framework for curriculum development

● How have we diagnosed the need for professional development at subject level?
● How do we build a shared language around curriculum development?
● Does our approach to professional development account for meaningful curriculum development?
● Where can we ensure we are developing all teachers as curriculum designers?
● What methods are currently being utilised to enable teachers to plan and develop subject curriculum as a

collegiate?
● Where have we factored in professional development of both subject and principles of teaching?
● Which associations or networks do subjects draw from to support with this work?
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